
ESSENTIAL ITEMS ⬇︎  DETAILS NOTES                                                                                      *=optional
Paint I'll be using water-soluble oils, a mix of brands in colours I like.

Red Pyrrole, Napthol, Azo (all mainly transparent), or Cadmium 
Red Medium Hue (opaque).

All nice pure reds, any will do. The first 3 are more pure-magenta, 
and better suited to making pinks. The Cadmium is opaque and 
can tend more orange.

Yellow Lemon, Hansa, Azo., or Cadmium yellow pale.
*Nice to have: Transparent Yellow Ochre, Quinacridone Gold or 
Brown Pink, maybe Indian Yellow.

Blue Ultramarine, Phthalo Blue. Have at least Ultramarine or Cobalt, but it's nice to have both a 
red blue shade and a green blue shade.
*Not needed, but look at Green Gold, Sap Green and Phthalo 
Turquoise, they are beautiful colours you might enjoy if they suit 
your subjects.

White Titanium or Permanent White. Note that Mixing, Flake, Zinc, Lead White are all translucent to 
lighten other colours without making them chalky, particularly for 
portraits, but they don't have the impact of opaque white for 
building up highlight tones.

Black or Brown Black, Burnt Sienna, or Burnt Ochre. Make mixing easier, but if you have the 3 primaries & a little more 
time you can mix them. I think the best general brown is Burnt 
Umber, but I love Transparent Red Oxide and Brown Pink.

*Medium

Cobra Water Soluble Oil Painting Medium is my favourite, 
Holbein is alternate. Winsor Newton works but I find it too 
sticky.

*Medium isn't absolutely required, you can use just paint, and to 
some extent, water. Medium can extend and wet drying colours 
and add gloss, but primarily helps give your colours a consistent 
viscosity and flow.

Substrate Pre-Primed/Gessoed White Canvas, panel, illustration 
board, or paper. I suggest 2-3 pieces 11x14, 12x16 to 16x20 
but work in a size that suits your subject.

Paper will need to be taped, stapled or pinned down to plywood 
or foam core. 2-3 coats of standard Gesso (acrylic) is fine. I love 
the surface of Liquitex Clear Gesso, so I have been making that my 
final gesso coat.

Palette disposable palette (12x16”), a butcher’s tray, a store-
bought palette, or just tape down aluminum foil.

I put mine in a Masterson Stay Wet palette box, which seals airtight 
to low drying and prevents overspill when I mix a lot of wet colour.

Brushes ½” - 1" or #8 flat or bright, or angle. You can do an entire 
painting with this one brush, I like to have a few so you can 
have light brushes and dark to keep your colours clean. 

For oils or acrylics, a fairly firm synthetic like Opus Legato or 
Denman, Liquitex Freestyle is good. For oils Bristle is also suitable. I 
use softer synthetics for washy glazes, and stiffer synthetic or bristle 
for alla prima paint applications.

*optional small round #4, #6 or a ¼” angle for final details.

*very optional: 2-3” big flat brush to make underpainting, 
backgrounds, gradients more easily and painterly. 

Used housepainting or hobby brushes are fine, shorter hake-style 
bristles are my favourite for lots of paint and control. My favourite is 
a 2" stiff synthetic. The Da Vinci and Liquitex Freestyle are nice but 
pricey.

*optional but recommended palette knife, or cheap 
plastic putty knife/trowel for mixing colour.
*very optional: other tools for mark-making. Printing rollers, 
silicone scrapers like Catalyst, palette knife, sticks.

These can be great tools for loosening up and adding variety to 
your brushstrokes.

Handy 3-6 pieces of paper towel or clean rag, Water in 
something wider than your biggest brush (yogurt or 
margarine tubs are good). 
*optional ruler or string, tape, barierre hand cream, 
gloves. Maybe a water-soluble pencil if you feel more 
comfortable drawing in rough shapes first.

Health The way things are trending, probably masks you can 
wear for the duration, ID and proof of vaccination.

Reference
a few images for reference or inspiration for your piece Feel free to work on a piece of your own using printouts or digital 

images for inspiration or reference, or follow along with my demo 
if you prefer. Remember a charger if you're using your phone/iPad.

Workspace tables and standing easels will be provided. Bring a french or tabletop easel if you prefer.

Please be comfortable knowing you don't need to buy supplies solely for my class. I'll be showcasing water-soluble oils, so if that's what you want to 
practice, it's good to have a set of primaries (RGB or CMYK), white, a medium and then items like brushes, palette, a water bucket and 
paper towels. I firmly believe it's important to choose colours you like so you will enjoy using them, while keeping in mind really pure hues will give 
you the widest possible range of colours you can mix. You can use your existing acrylics or oils too. Here's what I like to have at hand as a guideline.

My palette includes white, a transparent and opaque version of each primary colour, a couple of nice earth tones and a little black. 


